By Larry Wise

T

hink back to the day after the
first bow was invented. Can
you imagine that first ever
archer looking for some different
method of holding the bowstring
because his fingers were sore? I can
see that very clearly and so he invented a strip of leather to hold the string,
or the bone ring or some other device.
What he also discovered was that his
shooting was more accurate and so,
today we have all kinds of release aid
devices from fancy five and six part
tabs to machined metal contraptions
that have dozens of parts.
One thing they all have in common is that they must all be hooked to
the bowstring. How they make this
hookup has a great impact on the
accuracy that today’s archers can
achieve. For instance, I’m always after
the best groups out of my setup so I
experiment with different methods of
D-loop attachments. Does hooking
the loop directly above and below the
arrow nock group better than using
nock locators above and below the
nock and then tying the D-loop above
and below the locators? As a shooter I
have to ask these kinds of questions if
I hope to excel at my game and as a
dealer you have to ask these same

ROPE UNDER NOCK: For over fifteen
years I used this release aid and hook up
style. It consists of a tied-on ten-knot locator above the nock and the release rope
directly under the nock. It worked really
well on Dacron strings and wheel bows.

Getting Hooked Up
questions so you can give the best service to your customers.
There must be a hundred ways to
hook a release aid to the bowstring
but some are better than others. Years
ago we hooked our release aid rope
directly under the arrow nock. Today
very few do that any more mostly
because the nock-styles, stored energy levels and string materials have
changed and you get the best groups
by “trapping” the nock on the bowstring so it can’t slide up or down during the power.
This article is an overview of the
most common and very effective
methods of utilizing D-loops and
nock locators. Which variations of
these shoots the best groups on a
given bow is something you and your
customers will have to find out by
actually shoot-testing them. History’s
first archer never envisioned this did
he?

TIE-ON NOCK LOCATOR
I can imagine that several days
after the first bow was invented histo-

FIRST KNOT: Begin a tied-on nock locator
with a single overhand knot as shown.
Cinch it tight over the center serving.

ry’s first archer was also figuring out
how to position the arrow nock at the
same point on the bowstring. Surely
he recognized that placing the nock at
the same string-point would give better accuracy so he tied a small amount
of sinew, hair or vine-thread on the
string. This gave him a consistent reference point to which he could attach
the arrow nock and, even with his
crude device, he could begin shooting
with a higher degree of success.
To show you how far we’ve come
in the fifty thousand years since then,
we are, this very day, tying small
amounts of cord onto the bowstring
to give us a consistent nocking point!
WOW, we’ve come so far, haven’t we? I
guess a good idea stands the test of
time!
The only difference in all these
years is the materials being used.
Today we use man-made fibers like
Dyneema, Dacron and Polyester to
mention a few. My preference is the
Polygrip material from BCY but others
are just as popular. The requirement
for me is ease of installation and
removal, as well as, resistance to wear;

SECOND KNOT: Tie a second overhand
knot on the opposite side from the first
knot and cinch it tight. Continue tying and
tightening knots on alternate sides of the
bowstring until you have either eight or
ten.
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polyester has all of these properties.
Here’s how I install a tie-on nockpoint locator:
Locate nocking point with a bow
square and mark it.
Tie a single overhand knot above
this mark and snug it. (See FIRST
KNOT)
Tie a second knot on the opposite
side of the string and above the first
knot, snug. (See SECOND KNOT)
Continue alternating single knots
up the bowstring until knot # nine (or
eleven if you wish). Do not snug this
knot.
Slip a separate loop of bowstring
material (I use Dyneema like 8125
because it’s slippery) upward through
this knot so a one-inch loop sticks out
above the knot and its loose ends
hang down over the first eight knots.
Now snug knot #9 (or 11). (See EXTRA
PULL THRU LOOP)
Tie one more single nock-locator

knot on the opposite side of the bowstring and snug it.
Pull the two loose nock-locator
ends through the separate one-inch
loop installed in step 5. (See LOOSE
ENDS)
Pull the loose ends of this separate loop until the nock-locator loose
ends pull under and through knot #9
(or 11). The separate loop material
will pull free at this point and can be
discarded. (See PULL THRU ENDS)
Pull the nock-locator ends tight
and cover with fletching cement, not
quickset glue. Use fingernail clippers
to clip off the loose ends.
Allow drying for one hour and it’s
ready to hold an arrow nock under it
for thousands of shots.
This same knot technique can be
used to tie on ten-knot locators above
and below your peep sight to hold it
in place. They can be moved up and
down the bowstring if you need to
adjust the peep height and/or flip
strands from side-to-side to adjust
peep rotation. Many archers tie knotted locators of different sizes above

NOK SET: The metal nock locator ring is
easy to install. I like two over top of the
nock if I’m not using a D-loop. In this
example there is an Eliminator button
under the nock and the release hooks on
under the button.

and below their arrow nock in conjunction with a D-loop as described
later in this article. Other archers use
a locator knot above and below the
arrow nock and hook their release aid
loop below the bottom locator. There
are lots of applications for this knot
idea.

METAL CRIMP-ON
NOCK LOCATOR
The little soft metal ring called
the Nok Set is a wonderful invention
that simplifies a dealer’s work. All you
have to do is to crimp the metal ring
around the bowstring just above the
arrow nock, or above and below the
nock, and you’ve established a
durable nocking point locator for
your customer.

EXTRA PULL THRU LOOP: Slip an extra
loop of bowstring material (yellow) under
the ninth (or eleventh) knot. Tighten the
ninth knot and then tie and tighten knot
ten on the opposite side of the bowstring.

LOOSE ENDS: Slip the loose thread ends
through the extra loop (yellow) and pull
the extra loop and the thread-ends tight.

PULL THRU ENDS: Pull the extra loop
until the thread ends pull under the ninth
knot. You may have to wiggle the extra
loop in order to get it to pull under the
ninth knot. Cover the entire ten-knot locator with fletching glue and let it harden for
an hour before using.
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Circle 220 on Response Card

THE D-LOOP

SPEED NOK: A Speed Nok is a metal nock
locator with a tab on the under side. The
arrow nock slides under the locator with
the tab in the nock-throat to orient the
peep sight the same on each shot. Other
similar devices include the Speed Loop
and the TRU NOK.

Be sure to leave a small space, say
one millimeter, between the nock and
Nok Sets so the arrow nock isn’t
pinched at full draw. Nock pinching
causes some inconsistent arrow flight
and some false tuning information
when paper and group testing.
Many dealers and shooters use
the Nok Sets in conjunction with
their D-loops. The loop can be
installed above and below the Nok
Sets or the Nok Sets can be installed
above and below the loop to provide
location security.
Along this same line, many

CINCH KNOT: Tying a D-loop begins with
a bead melted on the “flowered” end of
the 4 to 5-inch loop rope. Then tie two
overhand knots as shown on top example
and pull tight. The lower cinch knot should
be tied in the same manner but from the
opposite side of the bowstring as shown
on the bottom example.

bowhunters use a Speed-Nok as their
top locator. This little device includes
a small tab that aligns in the nockthroat each time an arrow is placed on
the bowstring. It works well to align
the peep with your eye on each and
every draw of the bow.

The most popular method of fixing a nocking point on today’s bows is
with a small-diameter (2 mm) rope
loop tied to the bowstring. The rope
used is the same as the release rope
used on most mechanical release aids.
This rope is made from the same
materials as used for tie-on nock locators but is a larger diameter and braided construction. Once again I prefer
the braided polyester because of its
high resistance to wear and its uniform melting characteristic when I
melt a bead on each end of the loop.
Regardless of the material used,
the installation procedure is the same.
Here are the installation steps that I
follow:
Select the material and diameter
preferred. Cut at least 5 inches for the
loop.
Melt a bead on one end by “flowering” or fraying the end before heating it with a butane lighter. Don’t allow
the material to catch on fire, as this
will make it brittle.

LOOP MATERIALS: Some of the more popular release rope and D-loop materials are
made by BCY Fibers. They include the D
Braid at 1.6 mm diameter, the Spectra at
2.3 mm and my favorite the Polyester #24
at 2.4 mm.
Circle 247 on Response Card
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Allow the bead to cool for about
five seconds then press the side of the
lighter to the bead to flatten it.
Tie the rope to the bowstring
(above the arrow nock) using a double
overhand cinch knot as shown. The
melted bead will prevent the knot
from pulling through when pulled
tight by hand. Tie the other loop-end
below the arrow nock location using

the same overhand cinch knot.
Approach the bowstring from the
opposite side to prevent the knot from
rotating around the bowstring
through repeated use.
Measure the loop and set it to any
desired length.
Mark the excess loop-rope near
the knot allowing about 3/16” for the
melted bead.
Untie the knot, cut at the marked
spot, flower and melt an end-bead as
before.
Retie the knot and pull tight using
a release aid while holding the bowstring with your hand.
Slide the loop knots to their final
locations allowing about one millimeter extra space around the arrow nock
to avoid pinching.
Shoot several arrows. Recheck the
loop location and reset the loop if
needed.

SIX D-LOOP
ATTACHMENT STYLES
There are six basic D-loop
arrangements that I see on bows these
days. The differences lie in where the
loop knots are located relative to any
nock locators you wish to use. They
are as follows:
A/B: Tie the D- loop knots directly

SIX D-LOOPS: Here are six variations for
tying the D-loop. The top shows the loop
tied directly above and below the arrow
nock. The second example uses the loop
tied above and below two nok-sets. The
third uses only one nock locator above the
arrow nock while the fourth and most
popular uses the locator below the arrow
nock. Next to the bottom is an example of
a larger nock locator below than above
the arrow nock. The bottom example
shows the D-loop with both ends tied
below the arrow nock and a locator above
it.
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The R Enterprises Knotless Loop slips
over the bowstring ends and can be
cinched tight at the desired location. This
loop is built using standard bowstring
materials and is highly resistant to wear
from caliper release jaws.

above and below the arrow nock.
(A+L)/(L+B): Install nock locators
directly above and below the nock
with the D-loop knots tied above and
below the locators.
(A+L)/B: Use a single nock locator
above the arrow nock.
A/(L+B): Use a single locator
below the arrow nock.
(A+L)/(LL+B): Use a longer locator knot length on the bottom than on
the top, then tie the D-loop ends
above and below. This is similar to #4.
L/(B+B): Use a locator knot above
the arrow nock and tie both D-loop
ends below the nock.
So which is the best? That’s a good
question for you and your customers
and I have my standard answer that
applies to any accessory we add to our
bows, “What groups the best?”
Sometimes I use style #6 because it
groups best with a particular bow
setup.
Most of the time I use either style
#4 or #5. I can tell you that at all the
major tournaments I see these two
styles on over half of the bows, maybe
even 75%. The advantage of these two
styles is how they allow the release
hook to pull directly behind the arrow
nock. You might think that style #1 or
#2 would do that but the tendency is
for the release hook to pull high in the
D-loop because most nocking points
are above the middle of the bowstring;
being closer to the top wheel makes

The Loop Pliers, made by Viper, will enable a dealer to quickly install every D-loop the same with the
same tightness. Viper also has a new cutting tool
that will remove old loops with ease – simple lay
the flat guide on the bowstring and rotate the tool
so the razor blade cuts the loop cord without cutting the bowstring or serving.

the release aid pull higher in the Dloop. So, using a nock locator under
the arrow nock compensates for the
above-center nocking point and the
release hook pulls directly behind the
nock.
Shoot testing for groups is the
only way to know for sure. Feedback
from your customers on the different
bow models you sell is helpful with
this important tuning element.
Getting the arrow nock to escape
cleanly from the bowstring and cross
the arrow rest consistently is of
utmost importance.

THE KNOTLESS LOOP
A
Wyoming
company,
R
Enterprises, makes a loop that slips
over the end of the bowstring. It has a
small, prefabricated loop on each end
that slides in place at the nocking
point. When cinched tight it eliminates the need to tie the ends of the Dloop to the string. If you plan to use a
tied-on nock locator also then you’ll
have to install it before installing the
Knotless Loop.
If you have already installed the
peep sight on the string then slide the
Knotless Loop onto the bottom of the
bowstring. Slide it on the bottom for
any single cam bow since that end is
shorter.

only the crossbar, called a SpeedLoop by T.R.U., between the knots of
your tie-on D-loop. Use this if a customer is having trouble with a spinning peep sight but likes the tie-on
loop.

LOOP TOOL
Recently at the Pape’s Dealer
show in Louisville, Kentucky, I saw the
Viper Loopset Pliers. This tool slips in
place after you tie on one loop-knot
and assists you in making the D-loop
the same length each time you make
one. It also stretches and tightens the
loop securely onto the bowstring preventing it from moving or rotating.
Viper also has a small cutting tool
that quickly removes loop-knots from
the string. I spend more time taking
old loops off than it takes to put a new
one on so this little cutter caught my
eye – it’s a valuable time saver for the
dealer. All you have to do is lay the
tool’s flat side on the bowstring next to
the knot and then rotate the cutter.
This action cuts the knot next to the
center serving without cutting the
serving.

ELIMINATOR BUTTON
This little rubber button slides
onto the bowstring from the bottom
and under the arrow nock. It buffers
between the nock and the release jaws
for those archers that want to hook
their metal release jaws to the string
but don’t want to damage or wear the
nock. The button prevents the release
from twisting against the nock when
you torque the release head on the
bowstring.
Whether you use the eliminator
button or not, if you hook your release
aid jaws directly onto the bowstring
you should be using a release with a
swivel head. The swivel head will not
torque against the bowstring like the
fixed head will. Some release aid models have a freely swiveling head that
automatically adjusts to the bowstring
when you turn your release hand at an
angle to the bowstring.
Other release aids have an
adjustable head that can be set to any
angle. The screws holding the head in
place can be loosened and the head
set perpendicular to the bowstring

METAL LOOP
I’ve seen several makes of metal
D-loops over the years. T. R. U. has
one on the market now called the
TRU-NOK that uses two screw-on
side plates to hold it onto the string
around the nocking point. Obviously
this lightweight aluminum loop will
not wear as fast as some fiber loops
do. It also utilizes a small crossbar that
slips into the nock-throat to align the
loop and peep the same direction for
each shot.
This metal loop is subject to
torque depending on the type of
release head you hook into it. If the
release head fits tight then torquing
the release in your hand can cause
it to twist the loop and bowstring.
Smaller release hooks work well
with it and provide long-time accuracy.
If you don’t want the entire metal
loop then you have the choice to use
Circle 252 on Response Card
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angle arises. The answer
can be found in the natural angle of the forearm when you are in
proper full-draw-position and that angle is
about 30 degrees above
the horizontal. The
main ingredients here
are a relaxed wrist and
relaxed forearm muscles that allow the
release aid to position
I get the most consistent results from my release aid when itself at the same 30I hold it at about the 30-degree angle from horizontal. This degree angle at the end
is my natural hand angle when I’m at full draw with a
of your arm.
relaxed forearm; other angles require forearm muscle use
At full draw, so
to establish. My follow-through will also be in this same 30many
archers torque
degree plane when I use back tension properly.
their release aid to a
while the archer is at full draw. Once near-vertical angle and that requires
set, the head can be locked in place by tightening the forearm muscle. With
this kind of tension in their forearm
tightening the screws.
they are applying torque to the release
aid at the moment of discharge and
PROPER
inconsistently affect the flight of the
RELEASE-HAND ANGLE
At all of my shooting schools and arrow. Holding the release aid in a verduring all the private lessons I give, tical position also places your hand
the question about the release hand against the side of your face and most
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shooters I see doing this generate way
too much pressure between their
hand and face which also negatively
affects the shot.
Further, the forces at work during
the proper use of back tension are acting in the 30-degree plane and a proper follow-through is in that same 30
degree plane. The easiest and most
consistent way to get a back tension
release, or any other release, to discharge is to hold it in the same 30
degree plane.

THE PROOF IS
IN THE PUDDING
Which of these hook-up methods
is the best for your customers? The
answer, as I mentioned before, is the
same as it is for so many tuning questions, “What groups the best?” We’re in
this game to shoot the best we can
and to get our bow systems grouping
the best it can. To do so we have to
experiment with the different types of
release-to-bowstring hook-ups until
we find the one that groups the best.
Yep, it takes time but accuracy and
consistency are important so invest
the time to get it right and tell your
customers to do the same.
Keep well, shoot straight. Larry
Editor's Note: Larry Wise's first
book, “Tuning Your Compound Bow,”
has been updated with a new chapter
on hybrid cams plus other new information. His latest, "Core Archery"
details correct form in a step-by-step
format, defines back tension and how
to execute it, and presents a plan for
the high performance mental game.
Get either though his web site
www.larrywise.com, or by phone at
(717) 436-9168. They are also available
from Target Communications, 7626 W.
Donges Bay Road, Mequon, WI 53079.
Larry Wise is available to conduct
one-day and two-day shooting
schools at your facility. This is a great
way to jump-start a league program,
to grow participation among your
customer base in competitive archery
and to help position your pro shop as
the place where people learn to shoot
better. Contact Larry Wise at the
address or phone number above for
more details.

